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Alex was stunned by the scene in front of him.

The spiritual vein was winding like a dragon and was huge beyond words.

He had taken Yuno down into the water and swam for quite a while and still hadn’t
reached the front of the spiritual vein. From what he could see, the spiritual vein was
long to the point his eyes couldn’t see the end of it.

He calculated the distance. He had descended from the pool within Leviathan Gate’s
palace, and now he should be under the sea right now. Such a large area was
considered to be under the ocean floor.

Yuno exclaimed in surprise, “I didn’t expect that under the seabed, there would be such
a huge spiritual vein hidden. Looking at it, it’s at least a second grade spiritual vein, and
there’s plenty of essence in it! It seems like this spiritual vein has existed since a long
time ago and was confined here by great powers and continued to nurture since then.
Otherwise, a second rank spiritual vein like this wouldn’t have stayed in such a place,
and would have escaped from into the world a long time ago.”
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Alex was shocked. “A spiritual vein can escape?”

“Everything has a soul. Even ginseng can transform and walk. What more a spiritual
vein?” Yuno frowned slightly when she spoke. “But now, there’s another problem. With
your capabilities right now, wanting to use and take this second grade spiritual vein
away secretly would be a little difficult unless you can control the incomplete Chaos
Bead and use it. Otherwise, this second grade spiritual vein will likely be able to
escape.”

However, the Chaos Bead didn’t seem to listen to Alex’s words.

“Forget it, let’s just get closer before we say anything else!” Yuno said.

While they were going closer to it, Alex had to ‘kiss’ her several times.

He could feel Yuno’s heartbeat speeding up, her neck was flushed, and her
expression… She looked like someone who never experienced the touch of a man!

What a curious coincidence that spiked the thoughts of mischief when he noticed this.
Alex let his tongue slip into her mouth to hook onto her tongue.
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“What…”

Yuno screamed fiercely in shock, a panicked expression on her face.

Alex almost laughed at her reaction.

However, inside, he made up his mind that he absolutely couldn’t tell Phoebe about this
kiss… Of course, it wasn’t like Phoebe knew about Yuno anyway. Finally, the two of
them reached the underground seabed and faced the second grade spiritual vein. just
by standing in front of it, Alex could automatically feel the countless essence rushed into
his body. Yuno pinched out a few tricks and had Phoebe’s body also absorbing the
essence like crazy… However, her capacity was too small, and she had to stop after
less than a minute.

She was already filled to the brim!

“Huh? What’s that?” Alex suddenly noticed something in the center of the spiritual vein
in the depths of the seabed.

Looking closer, he was almost frightened to death. It was a bronze coffin!
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“How can there be a coffin in such a place? Could it have fallen from above the pool?”

Yuno didn’t know exactly either. It wasn’t like she had been involved in it. Who knew?

“You’ll know if you go and have a look,” Yuno said.

When Alex opened the bronze coffin to take a look, his eyes widened. There was a man
that looked to be in his forties lying inside. He wore a jade crown, golden armor and had
formidable features that look alive.

“It can’t be that he’s still alive, right?”

Just as Alex said that, the man in the coffin crumbled and shattered away with a bang
like sand, leaving nothing else inside.

However, a wisp of gray shadow burst forth from the coffin at this time, forming into a
phantom figure in front of Alex.

“Careful, there’s a ghost in the coffin!” Yuno called out to Alex.
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How could Alex miss it? His gaze was fixed upon the gray shadow in front of him.

As for the gray shadow, it shot straight upward, laughing as it did, “Hahaha! It’s been
one thousand eight hundred years!”

Chapter 1422
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“I, Jayden Fleming, have finally seen the sky again and found myself live humans! From
now on, I will reappear in the world and reach the pinnacle once again!”

Alex looked at him in shock and asked, “Who are you? No, I mean, why are you in the
coffin?”

Jayden snorted coldly, “Ants don’t deserve to know who a great one like me is.”

However, after taking a closer look at Alex and Yuno, he finally said, “Well, I haven’t
seen a living person in so many years, and I finally got what I wanted today. You’re
about to contribute as my sacrifices anyway. So, I will have a chat with you! I am the
twenty seventh generation’s leader of the Divine Dragon Sect. How about it? Are you
shocked? Why don’t you hurry up and kneel to show your respect?”
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“The Divine Dragon Sect? What’s that? I’ve never heard anything like that. This is
Leviathan Gate!” Alex said.

“What? What is Leviathan Gate? This is the unworldly foundation of my Divine Dragon
Sect.”

“What is that? I’ve never heard of it! You said that you’ve been dead for one thousand
eight hundred years. Did you think that nothing would have changed in those one
thousand eight hundred years? With the transformation of the world, this Divine Dragon
Sect was probably annihilated in the long river of history.”

“…”

Jayden was silent for a moment before saying in an irritable tone, “Whether you have
heard of it or not, this is the base of the Divine Dragon Sect. It used to be then, and it is
now, and it will still be in the future! How dare you lie to me? I will seize your body now.”

After he had said that, Jayden rushed up and dived into Alex’s head.

Yuno shouted, “Alex, he wants to possess you, be careful!”
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However, Jayden had already entered Alex’s head and laughed. “Boy, your body isn‘t
bad! Very good, very good indeed! I’m delighted with it. With your body, I can save a lot
of trouble! From now on, you’re me, and I’m you! All the women you have, your wealth
will all be mine! Don’t worry. I will take good care of your family. You can go without any
worries!”

Very soon, Jayden laughed loudly and started to seize the body.

However, in the next moment, he uttered a strange cry of incomparable horror.

“Ahhhhhh!”

“What is this? What bead is this?!”

“Help, help! Spare me, mercy! Please, mercy!”

Alex’s heart moved, and he immediately knew that it was the Chaos Bead in his mind
palace that had started to move.

Earlier, the bead had lightly vibrated.
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He didn’t expect the power to be so strong to the point that Jayden was begging for
mercy.

A few seconds passed before Jayden left Alex’s body. However, he currently didn’t carry
the long lived, imposing aura that he previously had. On the contrary, his soul power
was weak, looking as though he could at any given moment.

Yuno chuckled lightly. “What an idiot, he has the protection of the Chaos Bead. How can
an ant like you make a home in his body?”

In actuality, Yuno only realized this after Jayden started begging for mercy. Before that,
she was terribly worried.

Jayden was crying, and the look he shot at Alex was filled with resentment and fear.

The Chaos Bead only shook slightly previously, and it had managed to shatter the soul
that was once a dignified old soul that used to be the rank of Nascent Soul. With the
remaining power in his soul, forget about possessing and taking over someone’s body,
he couldn’t even enter the cycle of reincarnation, and Jayden wouldn’t be able to
maintain his soul long before it would completely dissipate.

“You said just now that this island above was originally the base of your Divine Dragon
Sect?” Yuno asked.
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“That’s right!”

Thinking about how this was going to end, Jayden was extremely upset. He had set up
a big plan and had waited one thousand eight hundred years for it. He didn’t expect that
it would end up like this. If he knew it would be like this, wouldn’t it have been better to
just straight up die before this?!

Thinking of this, he took the initiative to confess everything.

It turned out that he had arranged the spiritual rain in the Leviathan Gate palace hall to
tempt and lure people into finding this spiritual palace, which would make things easier
for him to seize a host body. Unfortunately, no one had managed to come to this
location in one thousand eight hundred years.

And now, one thousand eight hundred years later, he was about to die.

“I don’t want to go like this. I can’t!”

“The foundation of my Divine Dragon Sect is ruined. I’m so ashamed to face my
ancestors in death!”
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Seeing the state he was in, Yuno suddenly said, “If you still want to continue the legacy
of your sect, I may be able to help you!”

Chapter 1423
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“Help me?”

Jayden Fleming couldn’t help but smile bitterly as he looked at his increasingly
weakening soul body. “I’m about to die right now, and everything I’ve done is all in vain.
What hope is there left for me?”

After a pause, he suddenly thought of something. “Oh, you mean, you want me to pass
on the inheritance of my Divine Dragon Sect to you so that you can help me revive it?
Hahaha, that really is wishful thinking. Forget about whether or not the legacy of the
Divine Dragon Sect will be finished here, but you’ve just ruined my dreams of many
years. Did you think I would hand over my inheritance just like that? Dream on!”

Yuno sneered, “Who cares about the inheritance of some broken Divine Dragon Sect?
Hiding like a turtle in its shell on a small island like this, it can’t even be considered to be
rubbish! I wanted to give you a chance, but you didn’t appreciate it. Just perish then!”

Jayden was anxious.
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However, seeing his soul body getting weaker and weaker, he was more worried about
the Divine Dragon Sect inside than he let on. He wanted to go out to learn the current
situation of his sect. He had hidden in the bronze coffin initially and sank into the
spiritual vein to make his soul immortal, which was a rare spiritual practice, and waited
for the opportunity to be reborn.

Now, he couldn’t even take over a body, and there was no chance for him to head up
and out of this place. In the end, he chose to compromise and said anxiously, “Yes, yes.
I promise I can pass on the Divine Dragon Sect inheritance to you, but you need to
promise me one thing. You will take me up to see if the Divine Dragon Sect is gone, and
if so, you will help me revive it.”

At this time, Yuno had no choice but to kiss Alex again to obtain a breath of Chi.

Then, she said, “Didn’t I already tell you? This Divine Dragon Sect inheritance is nothing
special. You can give it to whoever you want, and asking us to revive the sect is just a
fantasy. We won’t do it because we just don’t have the time to.”

“You don’t want the inheritance? Then, why did you talk about helping me to revive it?”

“That’s going to be up to you!” Yuno pointed at Alex. “Do you know who he is?”
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Jayden knew jack shit. He was an old ghost who had died one thousand eight hundred
years ago and had long since been out of touch with society.

Yuno said, “God of Medicine, the Rockefeller family, have you heard of it?”

“God of Medicine, the Ro-Ro-Rockefeller family?!”

Jayden looked as though he had just heard something extraordinary, and he gaped.

Yuno continued, “He’s the descendent of the Rockefeller family, and you’re now just a
weak soul who’s losing soul power as time goes on. It’s just a piece of cake for him! If
you want to revive your Divine Dragon Sect, do it yourself! But, there is a condition,
which is to sign a soul contract. From then on, you’ll be his slave. Are you willing?”

“The God of Medicine, the Rockefeller family’s… Sescendent… A slave to them? I’m
willing. I am so very willing!” Jayden agreed to it with almost no hesitation.

It seemed that the God of Medicine, the Rockefeller family was an existence that was as
high as the sky.

In fact, Jayden didn’t have a choice at all. If he disagreed, he would die.
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Whoosh.

When the soul contract brand fell upon Jayden’s soul, his soul would always be
imprinted with Alex’s mark.

Alex felt a little rueful.

Today was supposed to be just racing with Phoebe. He didn’t expect so many things to
happen. Now, not only the Lord Commander of Department Six, Grant Xenos, had
become his slave, but even the former leader of the Divine Dragon Sect, who was once
a Nascent Soul rank master, had also become his slave!

And all of this was made possible because of Yuno.

“Can we still take the spiritual vein?” Alex asked Yuno.

“This spiritual vein is the root of the Divine Dragon Sec. You can’t take it. You can’t!”
Jayden immediately roared. Of course, he spoke using soul power, as he wasn’t
capable of making sounds now.
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“Your Divine Dragon Sect doesn’t have anyone now, and it’s a waste to leave the
spiritual vein here,” Yuno said.

Jayden looked like he had knelt and said, “Master, it really won’t work. This spiritual vein
has an extraordinary effect. It was used to breed a real dragon! Do you know the island
above? A long time ago, this island was called Dragon Island, and a real live dragon
used to live here. Our people from the Divine Dragon Sect existed to protect it. In this
spiritual vein is a real dragon egg, waiting to hatch a real dragon.”

“A dragon egg?” Alex was stunned.

Yuno looked as though she was about to drool and muttered to herself, “Dragon eggs
are really delicious.”

Jayden was speechless.

Chapter 1424
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Very soon, Jayden Fleming tookAlex and Yuno into the depths of the spiritual vein.
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Inside was an altar hidden. There was a flawless, white giant egg in the center of the
altar, and it was as big as a bucket.

“It’s really a dragon egg! Can it really hatch a real dragon?” Alex believed in the
existence of real dragons because he had the Dragon’s Bane of Thirty-Six in his hands.
It was his ancestors who had killed thirty-six dragons and had refined their bones into
swords after all.

“This might just be the last real dragon in this world!” Jayden said.

***

“Okay!”

“In that case, let’s leave the spiritual vein here temporarily!” Yuno made the decision
immediately.

The main reason was because of the situation she and Alex were in right now. It was
extremely risky to collect the entire spiritual vein successfully. Once it failed, it would be
a waste of all their previous efforts, and they wouldn’t get anything out of it at all! But if it
was left here, it would be a great help to the island above them now that the Divine
Dragon Sect was gone.
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If Leviathan Gate could be conformed, it would be considered to be a great help.

Yuno meant for Jayden to seize someone from Leviathan Gate and have him regain
Dragon Island and revive the Divine Dragon Sect by himself! And then this Divine
Dragon Sect would become Alex and Yuno’s merry garden.

***

With Alex’s help, Jayden’s soul no longer continued to dwindle down and instead had
been strengthened a little with the use of the Art of Zharvakko. After that, he was placed
into the Stake of Exorcism and brought out from the underground seabed.

It had taken half an hour. Alex and Yuno returned to the top of the pool.

During this process, the two had kissed at least a hundred times. Yuno felt that her lips
were numb, and what made it more unacceptable for her was that her soul no longer felt
the gesture to be repulsive, and she was instead comforted by the kiss…

‘D*mn it!’
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So, after reaching the shore, she was extremely embarrassed. She stared at Alex’s lips
as she said, “I’m leaving!”

Alex was stunned. “Where are you going?”

In the next second, her body immediately went lax and fell into his arms.

Obviously, when she said she was leaving, she meant letting go of the control she had
on Phoebe’s body and allowing Phoebe to have control again. After a while, Phoebe
woke up from her unconscious state.

“Huh? Alex? Where are we?

“I… Why am I drenched? It’s cold!”

“We… We’re not dead?”

Phoebe leaned against Alex and hugged him tighter. She was shivering all over.
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Alex blinked, then he smiled. “Of course, we’re not dead! We just fell into the water by
accident. Come on. I’ll warm you up with Chi, and it’ll be better soon.”

“Oh, thanks. It scared me to death just now! ” Phoebe patted her chest as she said then
before licking her lips.

“That’s weird. Why are my lips swollen? Did I knock against something?”

“Well… I guess so. There was a car accident just now.” As he said that, Alex felt a little
disappointed when Yuno left.

At this moment, a voice suddenly came from behind them.

“Who are you? Why are you here?”

Alex looked up to find that it was the Holy Maiden of Leviathan Gate, Nier Yggdrasil, as
well as the Holy Emissary, Snow Whitney!

Chapter 1425
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Alex was slightly surprised.

Although the restriction formation of the hall wasn’t too difficult, it wasn’t like just anyone
could walk in. Especially since after he broke the last layer of formation earlier, he had
also temporarily changed the formation, which was different from the original one.

If he were faced with this kind of random arrangement of the formation, which was very
different from a traditional one, it would take him at least three hours to crack it.

Unexpectedly, these two women got in so soon?

Could it be that one of them was a formation master?

At the same time, Snow Whitney was even more surprised that she would meet Alex
and Phoebe in such a place. However, she soon let out a cruel laugh. “Hehe, Phoebe
Larsen and this Rockefeller beast. The two of you really like to walk on roads to your
ruins, don’t you? Have you come here especially to pay off the blood debt of my son
and daughter?”

Alex already knew that Snow was the Holy Emissary or whatever, but Phoebe didn’t.
When she saw Snow, she was shocked.
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“Mrs. Zimmer, what are you doing here?”

Snow merely sneered. Although she didn’t understand how Alex and Phoebe had come
to be here, now that they were, she wasn’t about to let them go.

“She’s not Mrs. Zimmer or whatever she’s called right now. She’s the Holy Emissary!
She was just in the front ball just now, stripping naked to take a bath with a bunch of
men and women!”

“Huh?” Phoebe was stunned, completely unable to imagine such a scene. “What?!”

Nier Yggdrasil jumped up in shock, her gaze fixed upon Alex. “Y-You saw everything
just now?!”

The Holy Maiden was meant to be holy and immaculate, and there was no room for any
hint of blasphemy. That was the reason why men and women were separated by
special screens in the hall just now. It was fine for women to look at each other, but to
be seen by a man, it was impure!

Nier’s pretty face became hard and cold. “If that’s the case, then there’s no other choice
but to kill you!”
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“Wait!”

Snow spoke suddenly, and she was frowning deeply as though she had thought of a
certain possibility. “Alex, I’m asking you. There are countless high level restriction
formations in this forbidden area of Leviathan Gate. How did you get in? Are you
familiar with formations and arrays?”

Alex looked at her. “I too would like to ask you, who among the two of you know about
formations? How did you manage to break the formation that I changed and specially
set up? Mrs. Zimmer, ah, no, Holy Emissary, was it you? Also, can you tell me what kind
of power is behind you? The Holy Church, what kind of religion is that?”

Snow snorted coldly. “You know too much! I’m asking you for the last time, what have
you done here? The spiritual rain in the hall suddenly stopped. Was it something you
did?”

“What? The holy water suddenly stopping was something that he did? D*mn it!” The
Holy Maiden shouted, her eyes filled with murderous intent as she looked at Alex.

At this moment, Snow finally noticed the twelve human stone statues beside the pool
and saw the empty containers in the hands.
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Before this, Alex had been anxious to down the spiritual liquid, and there were still a few
drops in the containers that still emitted a thick aura.

Snow immediately rushed forward and exclaimed, “This is the place where the spiritual
rain was stored. No, this is spiritual liquid, which is a hundred times more advanced and
condensed than the spiritual rain. Now, all twelve containers are empty, and there is still
some residual here, so it’s certain that the spiritual liquid has been taken away. Alex,
hand it over immediately, and I can consider not killing you. I will also consider all debts
and grievances to be repaid.”

“Are you kidding me?” Alex was surprised. “I killed your son and daughter and even
ripped that thing from his lower half. You can even ignore such a deep hatred for this,
and I’m starting to have doubts now. Did you really give birth to them?”

Snow said, “That’s why you have to hand over all the spiritual liquid that you have
stolen, not even a drop less! If you dare to keep a single drop, I’ll have to kill you!”

“Sorry, I have drunk all the spiritual liquid that you want. All twelve containers of it, not a
single drop is left. Oh, maybe if you pick up those containers and lick it, you might be
able to taste the saliva that I spat out.”

Chapter 1426
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“You’re seeking death!” Snow Whitney was furious.

Murderous intent immediately poured out of her, with the explosion of a Cultivation Guru
cultivation base. As the blood energy surged in between her raised hands, demonic
shadows rolled, causing countless bloody demonic heads to lunge toward Alex and
Phoebe.

“Ah! What are those things?!” Phoebe screamed. She was so frightened that she
hurriedly hid behind Alex.

Seeing the move used by Snow, Alex’s gaze sharped as he instantly summoned the
Thunder Palm Mantra.

Boom! Boom!

Countless white lightning struck down head-on, dissolving Snow’s attack.

He stared at Snow with a gaze as sharp as a knife and coldly said, “It’s the move of the
Blood Cult. Mrs. Zimmer, you surprised me. A dignified first lady of Michigan is a
member of the Blood Cult. It looks like your Blood Cult’s ambition is indeed great. Even
the people of Leviathan Gate are your pawns. Bravo, bravo! I heard that you even
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joined Department Six. This blockhead, Grant Xenos, must be blind. He has allowed a
satanic cult remnant like you to enter Department Six.”

“Blood Cult?”

The Holy Maiden, Nier Yggdrasill, looked at Snow with a look of surprise.

It was because she did not know at all that the Holy Church that controlled Leviathan
Gate was the Blood Cult. She seemed extremely conflicted as she asked Snow, “Holy
Emissary, is everything he said true? Could it be that the Holy Church is really the Blood
Cult?”

Snow scolded, “What Blood Cult you’re talking about? The Holy Church is the Holy
Church. Don’t shift your loyalty just because of an outsider’s words. This is a great
contempt toward Lord Leviathan. It’s a crime against the deities! Holy Maiden, come
here right now and resist the foreign enemies with me. We’ll kill the evil couple on the
spot!”

She kept shouting while frantically attacking Alex.

Alex could only passively defend himself, with his all movements restrained because he
had to consider Phoebe’s safety.
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However, be summoned the Sword of the Universe and the Seven Blades of Death to
suppress Snow, causing her to be unable to get close for a while.

Roar!

Snow let out a lunatic roar. “Holy Maiden, do it. Why are you in a daze? Kill this person
right now! He has stolen a huge amount of spiritual liquid from Leviathan Gate. This is a
great treasure. With the spiritual liquid, Peach Blossom Demon Scripture can advance
to the next level.”

“Oh, alright!”

Nier seemed to have come to her senses.

With Nier joining her, the pressure on Alex instantly became greater.

In fact, Nier’s strength was not that strong. However, Snow’s strength made Alex very
surprised. The wife of the official was not weaker than Holly Yates. She was even better
than her. In addition, he still had to protect Phoebe from getting killed by her. Under the
circumstances of wane and wax, he steadily retreated.
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‘Chaos Bead!’

‘Isn’t this broken toy one known as one of the Four Great Chaotic Treasures? Could it
be that there is any other practical use other than absorbing my essence? Then, why do
I even need you?’

Alex cursed silently. However, the Chaos Bead did not have the slightest intention to
prove itself.

Just when he tried to cross the formation blueprint to seek Grant’s help, Nier, who was
besieging him with Snow initially, suddenly turned back halfway. In an instant, she
stabbed Snow in the chest with an extremely cold dagger in her hand.

Puff!

Time seemed to stand still at this moment.

Snow stared at Nier in disbelief. “W… Why?”

Chapter 1427
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“Because all the members of Blood Cult deserve to die!” Nier said coldly as she looked
at Snow’s eyes. Then, the dagger in her hand was ferociously twisted.

Snow made a counterattack before the final moments of her death by striking her palm
on the body of the Holy Maiden, Nier.

Nier was sent flying backward.

As the dagger in Snow’s chest was pulled out, blood started Spurting out. She was on
the verge of collapse. However, her heart was stabbed after all. It was even wrung,
causing the blood to gush out crazily. It could not be stopped no matter what. Her face
quickly turned pale, and her breath became unstable. She knew that she was done for.
How could she still survive when there was a hole in her heart from the stab?

“I want to know, why?”

Snow would not be able to die in peace without knowing the answer.
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She was the dignified Holy Emissary, and her cultivation was a level higher than that of
the Holy Maiden. As a result, she ended up dying in her people’s hands.

Nier got up from the ground. Blood was still dripping down from the dagger in her hand.
Her expression was hideous, but she let out a peal of miserable laughter at this
moment. “Haha, why? It’s because I hate the Blood Cult to the core. All the members of
the Blood Cult are the enemies of mine, Nier Yggdrasill! It’s because my entire family of
seven people, except myself, died in the hands of the Blood Cult! I, Nier Yggdrasill,
swore that I’d annihilate the Blood Cult in my lifetime. I’ll uproot it and kill every member
of the Blood Cult.”

Alex and Phoebe looked at her, astonished. Never did they expect that such an
unforeseen change would occur. However, it was a good thing for them.

Was it not?

Without Snow’s powerful attack, it was much simpler to deal with Nier.

Poof!

Snow spat a mouthful of blood. She shot a glance at Alex and said, “You… Are destined
not to succeed. Do you think… He will let you off the hook? Without me, you are no
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match… For him at all. When I’m dead, you’ll be buried along with me right away.
Dumbass!”

Just at this moment, Alex suddenly flew toward her.

With a stretch of his hand, he pressed on Snow’s chest wound.

“Argh!”

“You… You brute, you… What are you doing?”

Snow glared at him as her eyes were about to pop out of their sockets. She was dying
soon, yet she would never have thought that Alex would do such a shameless deed to
her. Could it be that he had some unique fetish? However, she was now dying. She
could no longer retaliate. She could only watch Alex do whatever he wanted to her
body…

In the next second, she immediately realized something was not right.

She realized that her heart seemed to be healing swiftly.
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After pressing it for a while, Alex took away his palm. Then, he used Zharvakko talisman
constructed by blood to heal her wound, bringing her back to life.

“What are you doing? Do you wish to save her? Are you out of your mind?”

The Holy Maiden, Nier saw through Alex’s intention. She was furious, so she rushed
forward and was about to sever Snow’s neck with a slash of the dagger.

However, Alex pinched the dagger with one hand.

“Didn’t you swear to destroy the Blood Cult completely?”

“What’s the use of killing a Holy Emissary? It’d be advantageous to keep her alive!”

Upon hearing it, Nier finally gave up the thought of murdering Snow again. However,
she was not fond of Alex in the slightest. Her eyes were full of hostility and murderous
intent when she looked at him. When she thought about the man who had seen her
body, she could not help but feel the urge to kill him.

Snow laughed heartily.
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Now, the wound on her heart was greatly healed, and she had the strength to speak
again. “Don’t waste your energy. I, Snow Whitney, won’t tell you anything about the
Blood Cult Perish the thought and just kill me! But, let me tell you something. As long as
the Blood Cult is not annihilated, sooner or later, the members of the Blood Cult will
avenge me and kill everyone in your Rockefeller family.”

Chapter 1428
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“You’re thinking too much. I don’t plan to interrogate you for anything!” Alex said with a
smile, “I just plan to own your body.”

“Huh..? Y-you’re really a pervert.”

Even Phoebe could not hold back any longer. “Rockefeller brat, what do you want her
body for? She’s already this old and doesn’t look good. Your taste is just too strange!”

Alex had a speechless expression. “What do you think I want her body for?”

Phoebe said, “How should I know? Maybe you have an Oedipus complex. You just like
to have fun with the older ones.”
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Upon hearing it, Alex felt that he was about to vomit blood.

He did not explain any further. Instead, he took out the Stake of Exorcism and released
Jayden Fleming’s soul before saying to him, “Master Fleming, I’ve helped you to find a
vessel to be possessed.”

“Where is it? Where is it?”

Jayden was very excited as he could finally possess someone and be reborn as a
human being.

However, after he looked around, Phoebe was out of the question, and there were only
two women. Who should he possess?

Alex pointed at Snow and said, “It’s her! The cultivation of this person’s body is
excellent. She’s considered the strongest person in Leviathan Gate now. I can’t find any
more suitable candidate than her.”

“What? A woman?”

Jayden was stunned. “But, Master, I’m a man. How could I possess a woman’s body?”
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Alex said, “According to the scene where you were still inside the bronze coffin earlier if
the first person who uncovered your coffin was a woman, would you possess her?”

Jayden immediately said, “I’ll possess her, of course. Who knows if I’d have to wait for
another 1800 years for the next person to come?”

“Isn’t that enough?”

“But, Master, we can now completely find a man to be possessed. When there’s a man,
yet he’s not used. It’s still out of sorts to use a man!”

“What out of sorts are you talking about? There’s a free woman for you to see and
touch. You’re in bliss.” Alex chided, “Alright, hurry up. Don’t spew any nonsense. After
possessing this woman, remember to read her memory as much as possible, especially
something about the Blood Cult. It’d be better to know more of it.”

“Alright!”

Although Jayden was very reluctant to do so, he was now Alex’s servant. He did not
have the right to oppose him at all.
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On the other hand, Snow was suddenly shocked. She could see Jayden’s soul with her
ability as well. Never did she expect that Alex would let a man possess her body. Once
she thought about the kind of terrible consequence, she struggled violently and yelled,
“No, no! I disagree..!”

However, retaliation was futile. Jayden waited for this opportunity for a full 1800 years.
He knew clearly the ways of possession.

Soon after, he rushed into Snow’s mind.

The possession began.

Alex let go of Snow and retreated to Phoebe’s side. Then, he saw Snow frantically
tumbled and bounced like a shrimp on the ground while roaring. Needless to say, the
people next to her could also feel her boundless pain.

Phoebe dared not even look at her. She leaned against Alex’s body and turned around
her head.

Nier’s expression stiffened as she looked at Snow being in pain, but she could feel the
refreshment of revenge.
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Meanwhile, Alex just thought that he would have been the one possessed by Jayden if
he did not have the assistance of the Chaos Bead earlier. It appeared that the Chaos
Bead was not useless. He would ask Yuno properly when she woke up the next time.

Facing a Nascent Soul ranked old monster who had specifically cultivated the spiritual
cultivation of immortality, Snow’s resistance was very weak.

In less than three minutes, Snow stopped rolling. She stood up from the ground and
bowed to Alex as she said, “Master!”

“Yeah!” Alex nodded. Then, he looked at Nier and said, “Tell me, what should I do with
you?”

Chapter 1429
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Nier’s gaze changed to reflect her chaotic heart at this moment.

In the end, she seemed to have decided as she said to Alex coldly, “You’ve seen my
body. According to our Holy Maiden’s practice in Leviathan Gate, it’d be either I kill you
or marry you! Your abilities are excellent. You can barely become the husband of mine,
Nier Yggdrasill. Then, I’ll just marry you! But after the wedding, we can’t consummate
the marriage within three years because my current cultivation technique requires me to
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stay as a virgin for another three years. Three years later, I can give you my body
completely, but you have to help me deal with the Blood Cult. Kill all the members of the
Blood Cult!”

As soon as the statement was uttered, Alex gently sneered as Phoebe smirked, upset.

Meanwhile, Jayden let out a cold snort. “Nonsense! Do you know what kind of
background my master from or what kind of person he is? Do you think a woman like
you is worthy of being my master’s wife? It’s simply wishful thinking! You still dare to
brag shamelessly that you can’t consummate the marriage after the wedding and even
want him to help kill all the Blood Cult members. Who do you think you are? The
princess of the Sacred Mountain, or the daughter of the Great Emperor?”

However, Nier had an expression of taking it for granted.

“Am I not pretty enough?”

“Is my figure not good enough?”

“I’m in the prettiest existence in Leviathan Gate. I’m the Holy Maiden of Leviathan Gate
with a lofty position that’s second to none. If he were to marry me, it’d be a great benefit
to him. Many people wanted to marry me, yet they couldn’t acquire me. This is an
enormous bargain. Could it be that he’s still not satisfied with it?”
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Even Jayden was speechless.

He pointed at Phoebe. “Comparing you and her, who do you think is more beautiful?”

“Her?”

Nier had a disdainful look on her face. “An ordinary woman is like an insignificant ant.
Comparing her with me is an insult to me, Nier Yggdrasill.”

Smack!

Jayden slapped Nier’s face right away.

It didn’t come quickly, but Nier could not dodge it no matter what when she saw the
incoming slap. In an instant, half of her face was swollen.

“You can’t even differentiate who’s the ant. You, woman, are really ridiculous.”
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“You’re so narcissistic to the point of disgusting.”

Naturally, Alex did not have the slightest interest in Nier.

He thought about it after running out of Crow Hill until now. It would be dawn soon.
Cheryl, Aunt Grace, and others must be extremely worried about him. Unfortunately, all
the mobile phones could not be used here, and they were ruined a long time ago
because of being soaked in water. Hence, he must hurriedly return to them.

“Master Fleming, as the sect master of the Divine Dragon Sect, it’s a problem without an
underling who can be ordered around. Although this woman is a bit confused about the
situation, she’s familiar with Leviathan Gate and has the status of the Holy Maiden. She
should be able to help you a lot!” Alex said, “As for how you are going to subdue or
control her, it shouldn’t be difficult for you, right?”

Jayden said, “Master, I have ten thousand ways to make her be obedient.”

***

After that, Alex acquired much information about the Blood Cult from the mouth of
Jayden.
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Although Snow was a Holy Emissary, her position in the Blood Cult was not high, she
was just a Green ranked elder of foreign affairs.

On the other hand, the ranks of the Blood Cult’s followers were very strict. The elders of
foreign affairs alone were divided into four ranks: Purple, Gold, Red, and Green.

In addition, there were cabinet elders who were divided into ranks as well. There were
twelve guardians above them and even the master of the cult.

However, since the Blood Cult was righteously encircled and annihilated a hundred
years ago, it was completely scattered and broken into parts. Some important figures in
the cult drew up new strategies and escaped from America to develop their forces
overseas. Moreover, they learned their lesson previously and no longer put all their
eggs in one basket. They implemented the development of multiple lines to develop the
Blood Cult in various countries.

Furthermore, there was also a change in the name. To the general public and even the
bottom-tier members in the cult, it was called the Holy Church but not the Blood Cult.

If it weren’t for Snow being the elder of foreign affairs, she would not have qualified to
know the few words of the Blood Cult. And, she hailed from the Japanese division of the
Holy Church.
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The greatest figure she usually contacted in the Blood Cult was a Green-ranked cabinet
elder. She was asked to come forward because of the matter of the Sky Tower project.
She also learned about the issue of Leviathan Gate over here from the mouth of the
said cabinet elder.

After hearing Jayden’s words, Alex had a more intuitive understanding of the Blood Cult.

However, he was also more worried about it. He never expected that the force of the
Blood Cult was so tremendous to such an extent. It seemed that he had to discuss the
matter with his grandfather, Geronimo Melvis, properly.

“Oh right, is there any information about the Blood Curse in her memory?” Alex asked
again when he thought of Hayley Hanson.

Unfortunately, he was disappointed.

There was no matching information in Snow’s mind at all.
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“Alright, let’s go!”

When they returned, Alex deliberately went around and found Grant Xenos, who was
lost in the spell formation.

The Lord Commander was trapped in the spell formation for three whole hours. He was
going to go insane. He did not even know what he had experienced. The energy of his
entire being was severely depleted. When he saw Alex and Phoebe coming over, it as if
he was seeing his relatives. He ran over to grab Alex and almost cried.

Alex shook his hand away. “I told you to look clearly. As a result, you couldn’t keep up
with us. Who else can you blame?”

Who was to be blamed? Of course, he could only blame himself.

When Grant saw Snow walking over as well, he instantly exploded in anger.

This woman used a fake longevity pill to deceive him. He even agreed to accept her into
Department Six. If the matter were to be exposed, the entire department would suffer in
the hands of the pinnacle of the force behind Snow.
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Who would hear the responsibility when the first-in-command laid the blame later?
Hence, he wanted to slap Snow to death in that instant.

However, he was stopped by Alex. “Old Xenos, hold your horses. She’s no longer Mrs.
Zimmer, Snow Whitney. Snow Whitney is already dead. He’s now a man called Jayden
Fleming.”

“A man?” Grant looked at Jayden in shock. It was a woman no matter how he looked!
Moreover, he had seen Snow’s appearance without clothes when she bathed. She
could not be a man for sure.

“This matter is complicated to be explained. Now, you just need to know that he’s our
own people!” Alex did not even deign to explain it again.

The current situation was that the whereabouts of the sect leader of Leviathan Gate,
Blood Fist, was unknown after leaving this Divine Dragon Island earlier. Now, Leviathan
Gate had Nier Yggdrasill as the person-in-command of the sect. Jayden had already
used forced means to subdue Nier to become his underling. After that, he had to rely on
the two people, Jayden and Nier, to completely recapture Leviathan Gate and rebuild
the Divine Dragon Sect.

Alex let Grant temporarily stay to help them out. When the dust settled here, he would
return to Department Six again.
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Meanwhile, he and Phoebe rode a large boat of Leviathan Gate and left Divine Dragon
Island.

When Alex walked out of the force field, he asked Jayden, “Earlier, the owner of this
body, Snow Whitney, could easily dispel the force field and spell formation here. You
should know that she’s a master of spell formation after reading her memories, right?”

Jayden shook his head. “Master, she should have used this item.”

He took out a talisman and handed it over to Alex.

“Spell-breaking talisman?!”

Alex was immediately stunned for a brief moment after receiving the talisman. He knew
that there was such an item from the Ultimate Book of Medicine. However, its
refinement was very difficult. Most importantly, the materials were hard to find.

However, this could also explain why Snow could dispel the formation in such a short
time.

They got on the boat and left.
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Phoebe stood on the bow of the boat to feel the coolness of the sea breeze. She turned
around and said to Alex, “Tell me, between me and the Holy Maiden of Leviathan Gate,
who’s more beautiful?”
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